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Introduction

This was the first Summer examination in History of Art since 2019, owing to the Covid 
pandemic. Very few candidates sat an examination in the subject in Autumn 2020 and 2021. 
This year's cohort of candidates had not sat formal examinations before and were likely to 
have experienced some disruption to their learning over the two years of study; despite this, 
no significant drop in standards was noticed by examiners and many top Level responses 
were encountered for all questions. Candidates were generally very well prepared for the 
examination with the vast majority meeting the specific requirements of questions. That said, 
there were still some candidates who did not use their specified artist(s)/architect, which was 
a requirement for Q04(b), Q05(b) and Q06(b). There were also a very small number of 
responses which used two works from either before or after 1850 to answer Q04(a), Q05(a) 
and Q06(a), when the questions required candidates to use one work produced pre-1850 and 
one post-1850. The number of candidates who did this, however, was noticeably lower than 
in 2019. Many candidates integrated critical texts well into their responses to Q04(b), Q05(b) 
and Q06(b) but there were some who quoted without reference to the source of the 
quotation. A significant number of responses to Q04(b), Q05(b) and Q06(b) started with a 
learnt quotation that related to the Theme in general but was not focused on the specific 
question asked and this was generally unhelpful to the candidate in setting out or enhancing 
their argument. There was evidence of the study of a wide range of highly interesting and 
unexpected examples for all Themes; many candidates chose to write about works from 
beyond the European tradition, which were well understood and integrated into their 
arguments.

Advance Information had been provided for Section A – Visual Analysis. The strongest 
responses to Visual Analysis questions were divided equally between the two parts of the 
question and were structured in two distinct parts to ensure that the requirements of the 
question were fully met.

Candidates are reminded that answers should be written in full sentences and paragraphs. 
Bullet points should not be used as the method of communication for responses to any of 
the questions, including those in Section A. The specification explains the command words 
‘discuss’ and ‘consider’ saying “The answer will apply critical judgement to formulate a 
reasoned argument…” and neither this, nor the “in-depth critical judgement” required of the 
top Level of the mark scheme for AO3, can be achieved through bullet points.
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Question 1

Advance Information had been provided for this question so candidates knew that they 
would be presented with a portrait. Responses to this image were generally of a good 
standard, with candidates responding best to this question, of the three Visual Analysis 
questions. Candidates appear to be most confident in analysing and interpreting paintings. 
Some candidates gave elaborate detail about Ingres' typical style or other works, or regarding 
nineteenth century portraiture in general, which could not be credited as no AO1 marks are 
available for this question. Generally, candidates had integrated good analysis and 
interpretation within their answers, rather than just listing what they could see. The best 
responses were those that went beyond the purely descriptive and engaged with the portrait 
by exploring techniques, use of materials and effect and tying those elements to their 
consideration of setting and sitter, as well as status. There were many that picked up on the 
depth created in the background through both aerial and linear perspective and the contrast 
between and/or integration of figure and setting. Weaker responses made elaborate 
suggestions as to who the woman may have been, her fertility and readiness for marriage, 
which were not evident in the image.

This response was placed in the top mark band. The candidate shows 
real engagement with the work and understanding of the techniques 
employed by the artist in order to draw attention to the sitter. The 
integration of discussion of figure and setting is sophisticated, as can 
be seen in this excerpt.
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Question 2

Advance Information had been provided for this question so candidates knew that they 
would be presented with a bronze sculpture. It would appear that many of them were taken 
by surprise by the abstract nature of the work. This led to many fresh responses which 
showed engagement and delight as they rose to the challenge of writing about something 
unfamiliar; some candidates found themselves repeating information and struggling to 
analyse the composition effectively, however. The 'use of material and technique' part of the 
question was generally well handled, with many candidates finding sophisticated and original 
ways to associate the properties of bronze with the innovative form of the sculpture. Several 
responses, however, still described the lost-wax process in detail without relating that to the 
form and composition of the specific work in question. No credit can be given for this as AO1 
marks are not available for this question. Candidates are reminded that all points made must 
relate to the work with which they are presented.
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This response was placed in the top mark band and gained all the 
marks available for the question. A section of the response is shown. 
The candidate makes perceptive and analytical observations which 
show excellent understanding of both visual language and the material 
and technique used. They discuss form and composition particularly 
well, linking each part to the properties of bronze in a way that shows 
real understanding of the material and technique in relation to this 
specific sculpture. They consider the effect of movement and danger 
created by both the form and material, showing sophisticated 
engagement with the work.
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Question 3

Advance Information had been provided for this question so candidates knew that they 
would be presented with a Gothic building. Unfortunately, this led to many responses 
reading like a list of Gothic features. This question was handled least well of the three Visual 
Analysis questions in Section A with many candidates finding it difficult to discuss the 
composition in a meaningful way. Some terminology was inaccurate – many responses 
referred to flying buttresses, which cannot be seen here – and some classical features, such 
as pilasters and entablatures crept in. Several candidates wrote about other Gothic buildings 
and features, which are not relevant to Wells Cathedral; therefore this information could not 
be credited. The best responses, however, recognised the function of features such as 
buttresses and the repetition of decorative forms, and the effect created. The second part of 
the question, focusing on how decorative features express importance, was generally well 
handled with many candidates making interesting observations and assertions in relation to 
both religious and secular importance.
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This is a top Level response that discusses the composition of the 
building in a meaningful way which shows excellent understanding of 
visual language and the effect created by the decorative and structural 
features. The clip selected shows sophisticated integration of correct 
terminology and importance. The discussion of composition is clear 
and logical and every feature discussed is linked to purpose or 
meaning.
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Question 4

The Nature Theme proved to be a relatively popular choice amongst candidates, who 
generally engaged well with its concepts. A large variety of works were chosen, spanning a 
significant time period, wide geographical area, and a variety of styles. Many candidates 
showed personal engagement with the works and great appreciation for the skill and 
innovation of the artists who they had studied.

Part a)
This question was well answered, producing many excellent responses. Candidates were 
confident in exploring the relationship between wo/man and nature, either as depicted in 
works of art or between the artist and their subject in producing the work; both 
approaches were considered to be valid and given full credit. Turner and Hokusai were 
popular choices for works produced before 1850 and the work of both artists was analysed 
and interpreted with confidence. Hepworth and Long featured heavily in the selection of 
works produced after 1850; again many excellent responses were seen, showing 
understanding of the intention and engagement of artists with their work. Many candidates 
made meaningful comparisons between the relationship of wo/man and nature in their 
chosen works of art, though this was not a requirement of the question and candidates 
were certainly able to meet the top Level of the mark scheme without doing so. Less strong 
answers tended not engage with the specific question asked; these candidates read the 
question and selected two relevant works of art, which they then went on to describe 
almost independently of the focus of the question.
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This response was placed in the top Level of the mark scheme, 
achieving all the marks available for this question. Here, the 
candidate's exploration of the relationship between man, generally, 
and the artist, Richard Long, specifically, and nature is perceptive and 
detailed. Knowledge, analysis and interpretation of the work A Line 
Made by Walking are focused on the question and the communication 
of ideas is convincing.
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Part b)
Many candidates found this question challenging as it required them to be able to recognise 
the influences of earlier artists or architects as well as the influence of other factors, on 
individual works. Candidates should have been prepared for this as the specification lists 
these influences under Key Topics 2 Cultural, social, technological and political factors. Those 
candidates who struggled with the question decided to disagree with the statement and then 
set out to prove that nature itself was the sole influence and therefore disregard the premise 
proposed. The best responses considered the question carefully, however, showing evidence 
of the influence of earlier artists – with specific examples – and often some counter-
argument. Most candidates did meet the requirement to refer to their specified 
artist(s)/architects with Turner, Hepworth, Long and Gaudi proving popular and successful in 
contributing to the candidate's argument. As well as their specified artist(s)/architects, 
candidates chose a wide range of other works including those from beyond the European 
tradition; Wen Zhenming’s Wintry Trees was particularly popular and well-used. It was 
fascinating to see different candidates using the same work in their responses as evidence 
for different sides of the argument. Many candidates used Ai Wei Wei’s Sunflower Seeds to 
argue against the statement, citing political and social influences as the most important 
influence on this work, for example, but the response shown below used it in a unique way 
to show that it was in fact a work which exhibited influence from earlier artistic practices.
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This candidate's response to the question gained full marks. The 
response was sophisticated and nuanced, showing personal 
engagement with the works of art and architecture, an interesting and 
original selection of examples and consideration of both sides of the 
argument. Their examples were tailored to specifics of the question, 
free of unrelated information, and critical texts were well integrated to 
strengthen the argument. Here, the candidate can be seen to consider 
Ai Wei Wei's Sunflower Seeds in a way which shows real understanding 
of the work and its influences.
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This clip is the conclusion to the essay discussed above. It shows the 
candidate drawing together the works that they have analysed and 
reaching a firm conclusion, which relates to the question directly, with 
depth of thought.
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Teachers often ask whether works of art used in one part of a Themes question can be used 
again in the other part. Though candidates who do this often do not tailor their work to the 
specifics of the question asked, some candidates proved that they are able to so with great 
success and use the work differently in each response to enhance their argument; as can be 
seen in the clips from part (a) and part (b) included below, where the candidate uses the 
example of Agnes Denes’ Wheatfield in a highly impressive way.
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This response shows excellent engagement with, and understanding 
of, the work of art and the discussion of the work is entirely focused on 
the relationship between wo/man and nature. The candidate meets 
the requirement of all the assessment objectives without deviating 
from the focus of the question, making this an exemplary response. 
This is an excellent example of how a work of art can be used twice, by 
the same candidate, in two parts of a question, as this candidate uses 
the work again very successfully in part (b).
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Here we see the candidate using one of the works of art that they 
selected for their response to part (a) of this question but doing so 
without repeating general points about the work. This shows how 
successfully candidates can use the same example in two different 
responses as long as they do so by adapting their knowledge of the 
work to the specific question asked. Here the candidate provides great 
insight into the work through influences and their effect, giving an 
enhanced reading of the work. The focus remains entirely on the 
question and adds to the candidate's argument most convincingly; 
their response to the question was awarded 23/25, in the top Level of 
the mark scheme.
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Question 5

Identities proved to be the most popular Theme amongst candidates, the large majority of 
whom selected it as one of their two options. Many candidates showed real engagement with 
the Theme and in depth understanding of the complex issues surrounding Identity, both in 
contemporary society and in the past. The examples chosen by candidates were varied and 
differed significantly from those used in 2019.

Part a)
This question was less well answered than question 4(a), in general, with the majority of 
candidates choosing their learnt 'ethnic identity' example and writing about it in general 
terms, telling the examiner everything they knew about the work, rather than exploring the 
depiction of ethnic identity specifically. This was especially true of the very popular choice of 
Frida Kahlo’s Self Portrait Along the Borderline Between Mexico and the United States. The 
best responses, however, engaged fully with the question and explored the depiction of 
ethnic identity with sensitivity and confidence. The most popular works used from pre-1850 
were Sir Joshua Reynolds’ Omai and the Benin Bronzes . Popular choices post-1850 were 
Chris Ofili’s No Woman, No Cry and Yinka Shonibare’s Nelson’s Ship in a Bottle. Kara Walker’s 
Subtlety (or The Marvellous Sugar Baby ), was used well by candidates from several centres.
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This response was awarded full marks; the candidate uses Sir Joshua 
Reynolds’ Omai as their pre-1850 example. Unlike many responses 
which used this work, the exploration of the work is targeted to the 
depiction of ethnic identity with the AO1 points woven seamlessly into 
the discussion, showing a real connection with the meaning of the 
work and confidence in using it sensitively in a discussion of Western 
attitudes towards other ethnic identities.
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Part b)
This question was generally very well handled and candidates performed better here than 
on question 4(b). Most candidates considered both sides of the argument, balancing the 
influence of social and political context on works with other factors, such as the artist’s own 
personal identity and motives. Very few candidates failed to include their specified 
artist(s)/architect in their discussion with Van Eyck, Vigée Le Brun, Quinn, Perry and Hadid 
featuring strongly. It was interesting, again, to see the same works being used to evidence 
different sides of the argument. For example, Marc Quinn’s Self was used by many 
candidates to argue that it was not the political and social context that influenced the work 
but Quinn’s own problems with alcoholism, however some candidates made reference to the 
AIDS epidemic of the time and linked this to the significance of the use of blood in this work, 
giving a completely different view of the importance of social context on this work. Some 
candidates failed to understand the meaning of social context, citing the influence of the 
religion of the time as a counter-argument, whereas religion is part of social context.
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This candidate reached the top Level of the mark scheme with this 
response. Here, they make excellent use of Graham Sutherland's 
Crucifixion. They show excellent knowledge and understanding (AO1) 
and evidence it with perceptive analysis and interpretation (AO2) to 
provide excellent reasoned argument (AO3) in support of the 
statement.
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This response achieved the top Level of the mark scheme. The 
candidate uses a variety of works from different time periods, and 
styles, including their specified painter, to argue convincingly in 
agreement with the statement, in this clip. They go on to provide a 
convincing counter argument. Discussion of the selected works is 
focused entirely on the question and critical texts are integrated 
insightfully. The writing is confident and clear, giving a sense of 
authority which is supported by accurate knowledge, perceptive 
analysis and excellent reasoned argument.
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Question 6

War was the least popular of the three optional Themes this year, but overall was handled 
best by those candidates who did select it. Candidates engaged sensitively and passionately 
with the issues surrounding the effects of war and its portrayal through their chosen 
examples. The range of works selected by candidates was smaller than for the other two 
Themes, with specified artists featuring heavily in both parts of the question.

Part a)
There were many strong responses to this question amongst those candidates who were 
confident with those memorials they had learnt about. Canova's Memorial to Admiral Eno 
was by far the most popular example used for works produced before 1850. Post-1850, 
Lutyens’ Thiepval Memorial , Whiteread’s Holocaust Memorial and Deller’s We’re Here 
Because We’re Here were used by many candidates. The most successful responses were 
able to integrate the AO1 and AO2 and reflect on how the context and appearance of the 
work created meaning.
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This top Level response used Deller's memorial to those killed in the 
Battle of the Somme, We're Here Because We're Here (along with 
Canova's Memorial to Admiral Eno ) effectively to integrate context and 
content to show meaning. The work was handled sensitively and 
showed understanding of all aspects of the staging and effectiveness 
of the memorial; the idea of the transience of the work and its ability 
to transcend the boundaries of modern art, towards the end of the 
response, was particularly thought-provoking and original.
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Part b)
There were some excellent responses to this question, which recognised that many works 
produced in reaction to war are either propaganda or protest and that they help the viewer 
to understand war or conflict. Goya’s 3rd May 1808 , Picasso’s Guernica, Dix’s War Triptych, 
Whiteread’s Holocaust Memorial and the architect of Daniel Libeskind were all used 
particularly effectively to support this assertion. Strong counter arguments tended to follow 
the premise that some works of propaganda give a distorted view and do not allow us to 
understand war or conflict effectively, or at least entirely; David’s Napoleon Crossing the 
Alps , West’s The Death of General Wolfe and Gros’ Napoleon Visiting the Plaguehouse at 
Jaffa were popular examples to prove this point. The other common counter-argument was 
that some works are neither propaganda or protest but are highly effective at helping us to 
understand war and conflict – the work of Jeremy Deller was used particularly effectively by 
many candidates to illustrate this point. Weaker responses showed confusion as to the 
meaning of propaganda or protest and their impact on the viewer.
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This response was awarded a mark in the top Level of the mark 
scheme, 23/25. The candidate used a wide range of examples from 
within and beyond the European tradition to present an excellent 
reasoned argument that asserted that works of propaganda and 
protest are an effective way for us to understand war and conflict as 
they go beyond the actual events taking place and become universal 
images of conflict to which later generations can relate. Their analysis 
and interpretation was strong and relevant to the question, supported 
by strong contextual understanding and enhanced by well integrated 
critical texts which strengthened their argument.
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Paper Summary

The standard of responses was considered to be high given the disruption of the last two 
years, the fact that candidates had not sat any formal examinations before and the length 
of these papers.
The integration and understanding of works beyond the European tradition, and of works 
not discussed in the 2019 examination responses, was particularly noteworthy.

Based on performance on this paper, future students should ensure that:

All knowledge of materials, techniques, processes and all assertions made in Section A 
questions are supported by evidence from the work of art under consideration; learnt 
information cannot be credited.
They read carefully the bullet-pointed requirements of part (b) questions and that they 
meet the requirement for specified artist(s)/architects, where stipulated.
They use critical texts meaningfully to enhance or counter their argument and do not just 
start a response to a specific question with a learnt quote about the Theme in general.
They meet the requirements of the question (particularly relevant to part (a) questions in 
Section B) where they are instructed to give works before and after 1850, for example.
They focus on the particular aspect of a work of art or architecture being asked for (again 
most relevant to part (a) questions in section B).
They sustain their argument and support it with relevant works of art and/or architecture, 
analysed and interpreted in detail relevant to the question, in part (b) of questions in 
Section B rather than simply choosing the works for their chosen Theme and writing about 
these works in more general terms.
They pay attention to the AO marks available for each question and strive to meet these.
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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